The standard regenerative method for estimating steady-state parameters is extended to permit cycles which begin and end in di erent states. This result is established using the Dynkin martingale and a related solution to Poisson's equation. We compare the variance constant which appears in the associated central limit theorem with that arising from cycles that begin and end in the same state. The standard regenerative method has a smaller variance constant than does the alternative.
Introduction
Simulation is frequently used to estimate performance measures of complex stochastic systems which defy solution by classical methods of analysis. These measures are generally of two kinds: transient (also called terminating) and steady-state. Our focus in this paper is on steady-state measures of system performance. Estimation of steady-state parameters requires the construction of a point estimate from a simulation of a realization of nite length. The nature of stochastic simulation is such that the convergence of the point estimate to the true parameter is quite slow, of order t ?1=2 , where t is the length of the simulation run. This slow convergence often leads the simulator to seek a con dence interval as well as a point estimate for the parameter of interest.
One of the standard methods for constructing these con dence intervals is regenerative simulation. Regenerative simulation is applicable when the underlying stochastic process is regenerative. This method decomposes the simulated sample path into independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) cycles of random length. Since the cycles are i.i.d., the classical limit laws (strong law and central limit theorem) can be applied to produce strongly consistent point estimates and con dence intervals. The regenerative cycles for standard regenerative simulation begin and end in the same state, which we shall call the homogeneous regenerative method.
This paper studies cycles that may begin and end in di erent states, which we shall call the heterogeneous method. These cycles may be used to produce a point estimate and con dence interval for the parameter of interest if they are generated independently and if a ratio formula for the parameter can be obtained. The generation of independent cycles is easy, and the ratio formula is established using the Dynkin martingale and solutions to Poisson's equation.
Organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a quick review of the standard regenerative method; Section 3 concerns the martingale approach; and Section 4 compares the variance constants arising in the central limit theorem for standard regenerative simulation with that from the martingale approach. The main result here is that standard regenerative simulation leads to smaller con dence intervals than does the martingale approach.
Regenerative Simulation
For sake of exposition, we shall restrict our attention in this paper to nite state, continuous time Markov chains (CTMC) . Much of what follows can be extended to more general regenerative processes. Let X = fX(t) : t 0g be an irreducible, positive recurrent CTMC with state space S and initial probability measure ; (A) PfX(0) 2 Ag. Denote by P the probabilitymeasure governing the sample paths of X. Under these conditions, it is wellknown that X(t) ) X as t ! 1; where ) denotes weak convergence. From the general theory of CTMC's, we know that the distribution of X is independent of the initial measure . For a given function f : S ! <, we are interested in the value of Eff(X)g = P x2S f(x) x , where x PfX = xg, x 2 S. Our approach here is to simulate a single sample path of X, and use that data to estimate .
Before discussing the martingale approach to regenerative simulation, we sketch brie y the ideas behind standard regenerative simulation. Since our CTMC is a regenerative process, we are able to decompose the sample path of X into independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) regenerative cycles.
From these i.i.d. cycles we are able to construct a strongly consistent point estimate for and a central limit theorem (CLT) which forms the basis for constructing con dence intervals for .
To be speci c, we select a state in E, call it state 0, to be our \return" state. Let X(0) = 0 and T 0 = 0. The sequence 0 < T 1 < T 2 < are the successive times the process X returns to 0. We know there will be an in nite sequence of such times. Let f n : n 1g denote the cycle lengths, where n = T n ? T n?1 , next we de ne a sequence of random variables fY n : n 1g
If f is thought of as the cost per unit time for operating the process X, then Y n is the cumulative cost in the nth cycle. Again the regenerative structure assures that the sequence fY n : n 1g is i.i.d. The last fact we need is the so-called ratio formula
which can be proved using the key renewal theorem. This ratio formula holds irrespective of which state was selected for the return state. There are two approaches to constructing point estimates and con dence To construct con dence intervals for we need a CLT in which appears as a translation constant. The associated CLT (proved using regenerative process theory) is For background information and details on regenerative simulation see Iglehart (1978) .
A Martingale Approach
Let Q = fq ij : i; j 2 Eg denote the matrix of in nitesimal rates associated with the CTMC X. For all functions u, de ne the process g is known to exist for our CTMC X. All solutions are of the form g = ( ? Q) ?1 f + ce, where c is a constant; see Glynn (1984) for existence of the inverse matrix ( ? Q) ?1 . Now replace u in (4) by g and rewrite M(t) as Let T be the hitting time of a (possibly randomized) state. Since the state space of X is nite and E(T) is nite, the optimal stopping theorem applied to the martingale fM(t) : t 0g yields
If we now select T so that X(T) D = , then we obtain the ratio formula
This ratio formula is a generalization of (1). Using this ratio formula and There are several ways to select the initial probability measure and the stopping time T. To this end, we de ne the rst entrance time to state x 2 E: T(x) inffs > 0 : X(s?) 6 = x; X(s) = xg; x 2 E:
We outline two alternatives. More details will be given in Section 4. Let (i) be a general probability mass function (pmf) on S. Next de ne the sets A(x) = f! : X(0; !) = xg; x 2 S:
A(x) = , we can de ne our stopping time T as
T(!) = T(x; !) for ! 2 A(x):
This amounts to a simple randomization over the initial state followed by the standard regeneration method stopping time. Each regenerative cycle begins by generating an independent realization of the initial state using the probability measure . For each initial state so generated, the CLT (3) holds with the same variance constant which appears in (3).
(ii) Now let be a joint probability mass function on S S each of whose marginals has measure . (Note that alternative (i) is a special case of this one.) In particular, there may be some advantage in selecting the components to be dependent. Now generate a realization according to and use the rst component to determine X(0) and the second component to determine the terminal state of the cycle. A sequence of independent cycles of this type would then be generated producing an i.i.d. sequence of pairs f(Y n ; n ) : n 1g from which a CLT similar to (3) could be developed.
Computation of the variance constant for this CLT is carried out in Section 4.
Comparison of Alternatives
Our goal in this section is to compare variance constants appearing in the CLT's associated with the two alternatives sketched at the end of the last section. To this end we de ne, for x 2 S,
From the ratio formula (for return state x) E x fZ(x)g = 0, and from the remark below (3) Combining (7), (8), and (9), we nd that the variance constant in this case is E f(
So for this alternative, we conclude that the variance constant remains Since S is nite, E x fT 2 (y)g < 1. This allows us to use dominated convergence to interchange expectation and limit on the right-hand side of (10).
Using the fact that fM(t) : t 0g is a martingale, E x fT 2 (y)g < 1, and S is nite, we can write E x fM(T(y)) 
u(z; z) = E z fZ(z)
by virtue of (7). In preparation for the comparison of the variance constants associated with the martingale approach and standard regenerative simulation we need two lemmas. Thus we conclude from Theorem 1, that the variance constant 2 associated with the standard regenerative method is strictly smaller than that obtained by using cycles beginnning in state x and ending in state y with probability (x; y). So while the martingale approach is interesting, it does not lead to shorter con dence intervals.
